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FORMAT FOR THIS EVENING 

 Presentation covering basics of computer 
set up for photography 
 How to assess and improve your workflow 
 Computer requirements 
 File back up 
 Image uploading, storage and retrieval 
 Programmes and computers 
 File types and benefits of raw files  
 Image output and colour management 

 Plenty of time for discussion and problem 
solving 

The presentation will focus on windows but the principles are the same 

for MACs 



Assessing and improving 
your workflow 



WHAT IS WORKFLOW 

 Any activity involves a series of processes with 
inputs and outputs- workflow 

 Workflow and process analysis used a lot in 
business to improve quality and efficiency 

 Analyse workflow to see where delays or quality 
can be impacted 

 Photography is no different 

 Improved photographic processes can 
 Reduce wasted effort 

 Improve image quality 

 Allow more time for creating images 



BE CLEAR WHAT YOU WANT FROM YOUR 
WORKFLOW 

 Speed? 

 Quality? 

 Low cost? 

 Simplicity? 

Analyse your existing 
workflow and equipment to 
obtain the process that is 

right for you 

Work out the rate limiting step 
to see where improvements to 

process or equipment give 
you the best return 
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COMPUTERS !!!!! 



Computer requirements 



BASIC COMPUTER 

Processor 

RAM 
Working storage 

Hard drive 
Long term storage 

Ports 

Printer Printer 
External 
storage 

Scanner 

The more 
powerful 
the better 

Need lots 
of (high 
speed) 
ports 

4-8Gb if 
you can 

As large as 
you can but 
do not fill up 



COMPUTERS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY 
 Photography generates a growing volume of large files 

 You can never have enough storage in terms of hard disc capacity 

 And also external back up storage 

 Processing power 
 Large image files and modern software require lots of processing 

power 

 Good quality multicore processor 

 Ideally run on Windows 7 64 bit (or Mac) 

 Large RAM e.g. 8Gb 

 Decent graphics card (the part of the computer that handles images) 

 Potential peripheral devices 
 One or more printers 

 Scanner 

 External hard drive(s) 

 Think about high speed ports for rapid file transfer (firewire/USB3) 

 

Many prefer MACs for graphics and image manipulation  



HOW TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE 

 Temporarily switch off 
unwanted programmes 

 Use tune up software to 
remove redundant files etc. 

 Remove old files/programmes 
to back up media 

 Upgrade RAM 

 Buy new machine e.g. 
 Intel i7 quad core 

 1Tb hard drive 

 8Gb Ram 

 Windows 7 64 bit 
Use task manager(alt-ctrl-del) to 

check performance 



File back up 



BACK UP, BACK UP 

 In the field 

 Buy enough cards 

 Back up on to portable hard drive (s) 

 Download on to DVD using service from local shops 

 Take a laptop 

 Back up at home 

 To external hard drive(s) 

 To DVD (but use good quality ones) 

 Or both 

 Recovery of files from damaged media is possible but very 
expensive and not guaranteed 

Storage media are getting cheaper by the day - 

Ignore back up at your peril 

Golden rule- have all your key files stored on at least 2 separate media 



Image uploading, 
storage and retrieval 



UPLOADING IMAGES FROM MEMORY CARD 

 Need to transfer images from card to 
computer for processing 
 USB connection to camera (sometimes slower) 

 Card reader either built in to computer or plug in 

 Some software allows to you manage 
uploading (e.g. Canon) 

 Or simply “drag and drop” from card into 
folder on computer 



STORAGE 

 File storage is very much a personal thing 

 Depends on 

 Number of images 

 Power of computer etc.  

 Preferred workflow 

 There are a number of commercial programmes 
for image management 

 Some aimed at commercial photographers 

 Others at amateur market 

 My personal preference is a simple file storage 
arrangement- but you must decide 



INITIAL IMAGE SORTING AND PROCESSING 

 My raw file workflow 
 Examine in raw viewer 

 Delete rubbish pictures 

 Tag or rate picture (range 1-5) 

 Process best (4-5) in raw converter 
 Output majority as medium resolution jpegs 

 Family photos 

 Slide shows 

 Mostly without any further image manipulation 

 Additionally output best images for competition as TIFFS 
into separate folder 

 Further image manipulation in PS if necessary 



MY STORAGE 

2011 

Raw files 

Event 

/shoot 1 

2012 

Jpeg 

develops 
Event 

/shoot 2 

Event 

/shoot 3 

Event 

/shoot 4 

Competition 

TIFFs 

• Original TIFF 

•Modified TIFF 

Submitted 

Possibles 
Major trips have 

separate folder 



Programmes and 
computers 



PROGRAMMES AND SHORTCUTS 

 There are dozens of photo-processing 
programmes 

 Choose which suits your best (often free 
trial versions) 

 Don’t be frightened by computers 
 It is actually quite difficult to wreck programmes 

 But make sure all files are backed up 

 If in doubt work on copy of image file 

 In most programmes there is often more 
than one way to achieve the same result 
 Some programmes use short cuts to save going 

through lots of menus 

 If in doubt remember ”right click” mouse and 
check what options available 

 If a programme “locks up” simply use task 
manager to close down offending 
programme 



SOFTWARE 

Separate raw converter 
 Camera own versions (free with camera) 
 Capture one   
 Nikon capture NX 
 Lots of others 

 Raw converter plus image sorting and other workflow 
 Adobe Lightroom 
 Apple Aperture 

 Fully integrated 
 PS- Elements  
 Photoshop CS 
 Corel 

 Specialist (standalone or plug in for PS) 
 HDR 
 Portrait professional 
 Nik Efex (B and W) 
 Topaz 
 Etc. 



CHECKING SCREEN RESOLUTION 



File types and benefits of 
raw 



ALL DIGITAL PICTURES START LIFE AS RAW 

 A raw file contains 
 The basic information about the image captured by each pixel 
 EXIF data- camera settings 

 Raw files need to be converted to other formats for most 
subsequent image manipulation and output  

 Three main types 
 Jpeg: Compressed file good for general use but loses quality 
 Tiff: Standard non compressed file used for most commercial 

purposes- maintains quality but large files 
 PSD: Used by Photoshop- similar to TIFF but not useable by all 

programmes  

 In most compact cameras there is no option to output raw 
files 
 conversion to jpeg takes place within the camera 
 depending on type there is some ability to adjust raw image 

conversion 

 In SLR and other higher quality cameras the image can be 
output as raw files allowing much more control over 
conversion in separate software 



FILE TYPES AND POST PRODUCTION 

Camera 

software 

Raw file jpeg file 

Camera 

software 

Raw file 
jpeg file 

X 

Raw 

converter 

software 

jpeg file 

TIFF and other file Image 

manipulation and 

printing software 

Camera software can be set up in different “styles” and file sizes 

Considerable image 

manipulation can be done 

in raw converter 

Prints Projected 



TIFF v JPEG 

 TIFF 
 Better quality with no image 

degradation 
 Larger files 
 Choice of 8bit or 16 bit 

 16 bit much better (65000 
grey tones compared to 
256) 

 Not all Photoshop filters 
work with full 16bit TIFF 

 Ideal for 
 larger quality prints 
 competitions or commercial 

purposes 
 Where lots of adjustment 

planned 

 

 JPEG 
 Smaller file size 

which can be varied 

 Quality degrades the 
more manipulation 
takes place 

 Ideal for 
 Smaller prints 

 Web 

 Slide shows 

 



WHY RAW- a digital negative 

 Benefits 

 Better quality with no 
image degradation 

 Better control over image 
e.g. shadow and highlight 
detail 

 Easier image enhancements 

 Flexibility to adjust image 
settings post capture 

 Disbenefits 
 Write time to card 

 File size 

 Extra processing 
step 

Most professional digital photographers use raw unless fast 
processing and transmission needed for press or similar 



“Happiness is a smooth histogram.  If you care about your 
pictures shoot raw” 

“Try adjusting the levels of an 8bit jpeg in PS.  Those 
nasty gaps and spikes are missing tones and rogue pixels” 

“If you are shooting jpegs, information from the camera 
sensor is immediately being thrown away irretrievably.  
The picture is also being compressed .. and generally 

messed about with without your knowledge or consent” 

DAVID NOTON- LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHER 



Image output and colour 
management 



IMAGE OUTPUT 

 Can take a variety of forms depending on output type 

 Each output format has different requirements 

Adobe RGB 
High quality 

jpegs or TIFFS 

Large prints for 

competition or 

display 

s-RGB 
Jpegs at screen 

resolution 

Projected 

image/slide show 

s-RGB 
Low quality 

Jpegs 

Small 

prints/web/phone 



12.7Mp 

4368 

2912 

But if you crop 

you lose pixels 

WHAT COLOUR SPACE? 

Generally the less pixels the poorer the quality 

 Colour space defines the range of colours that 
can be displayed 

 Can be set in camera or modified later 

 2 main types 

 s-RGB: smaller space optimised for screen 

 Adobe RGB: larger space optimised for printing 

 

HOW MANY PIXELS? 

Set camera to adobe RGB – can always change to 

sRGB later 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Colorspace.png


IMAGE OUTPUT FOR SCREEN 

 Best to use jpeg 
 Lower quality jpegs often OK since reduce file size and/or slide show 

processing time 
 Use s-RGB colour space 

 Think about necessary aspect (pixel) ratio needed for final output 
to TV or projector  
 Ideally pixel resolution should match screen size of 

TV/monitor/projector 
 Higher pixels will work but file size higher 
 Most LCD TVs now 16/9 (1366x768 pixels) 
 Society projector 4/3 (1400x 1024 pixels) 

 Most programmes allow you to save images in different aspect 
ratios 

 Normally use black background adjusted for aspect ratio but be 
careful about edges 

 Sometimes projected images benefit from frame around 



PIXELS FOR PROJECTION (4x3 SCREEN) 

1024 

PIXELS 

1400 PIXELS 

1024 

PIXELS 

1400 PIXELS 

See latest newsletter for 
more details on how to 

do this 



PRINTING 

 Making high quality prints can be a complex process 
 Requires decent printer, inks and paper 
 Plus three main technical pillars: 

1. Proper set up of software and printer drivers 
2. Interpolation-optimising available pixels to print size 
3. Colour profiles- getting the colour “right” 

 The overall “feel” of the print can be significantly enhanced 
by choice of paper 
 Many different types available 
 A personal choice but to minimise effort and need for separate 

profiles best to standardise on a few you like 

See information from Fotospeed workshop 



PRINTER AND PRINTER SOFTWARE SETUP 

 Important that print programme options properly 
set up to match your printer 

 Settings will vary depending on: 
 Type of paper 

 Colour/mono 

 Print size required 

 Colour profiles 

 Printer drivers used 

 May need to experiment to get correct set up for 
your equipment 



DPI AND FILE SIZE 

File size(available pixels) 

Image 

DPI 

72 DPI 

300 DPI 

At least 

600/720 DPI 

Screen resolution 

Max eye resolution 

for prints? 

Native resolution 

of printer will vary 

For most decent sized prints there are not enough pixels so extra ones 

have to be created (interpolated) 



AN EXAMPLE 

2048 

1536 

5616 

3744 

Canon 5DMk 11-22 Mp 

 

Small 3Mp camera without any cropping 

Print at 720 dpi 

without interpolation 

Print at 300 dpi 

without interpolation 

18.72 x 12.84 in 

6.83 x 5.12 in 

Can print at larger size un-cropped 

Larger print requires 

interpolation 

Likely that most images will need to be interpolated for printing at large size 

particularly if cropped 

2.89 x 2.1 in 



INTERPOLATION 

Creating extra pixels by informed 

guesswork 

Uses a variety of complex mathematical formulae with 

various names e.g. bicubic interpolation 



COLOUR PROFILES 

 A major subject in its own right and very complex 
 Each piece of kit can reproduce colour slightly differently 
 Raw converter allows sophisticated colour adjustment but 

useless if screen does not match printer (or projector) 
 Ideally camera, monitor, printer (and each paper), and 

projector should be colour calibrated so that they match 
 Thus minimum colour matching necessary 

 Monitor 
 Hire, or buy equipment 
 Make sure position and lighting good 

 Printer/paper 
 Manually adjust- fiddly and not accurate 
 Can buy “standard” profiles 
 Better to use specialist service 

 Make sure the profiles are set up properly in your software 
and changed when you use different paper 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:PlanckianLocus.png


COLOUR PROFILES 

• Monitor profile sets 

“standard” colour 

reproduction 

• But will be influenced by 

lighting and monitor 

position 

Colour space 

(adobe RGB) 

Print profile  tries to “match” 

monitor colour to printer/paper 

combination 

Print profile 1 

Print profile 2 



HOW TO 
FIND THE 
COLOUR 
PROFILES 

c\windows 

\System32 

\spool 

\Drivers 

\color 



NOW FOR SOME 
PRACTICAL WORK TO 

SORT PROBLEMS 


